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Abstract

The hydration-free energy, energy, and entropy of monovalent ions are calculated using the extended
RISM integral equation theory and computer simulations. Plots of these thermodynamic quantities against
I/R, where R is the Lennard-Jones radius, lie on two distinct curves corresponding to cations and anions.
This result is attributed to differences in the microscopic structure of solvent surrounding the ions, Charge
distribution functions are used to analyze solvent structure, It is found that the modified Born formula proposed by the Latimer et al. gives good agreement with the RISM results for the energy and the free energy,
but not for the entropy. A microscopic interpretation of Latimer formula is attempted in light of the statistical mechanical theory.

Introduction
Achieving a quantitative understanding of the behavior of electrically charged species in condensed phases has occupied a central place in physical chemistry for over a
century. In the present era, modern statistical mechanical theories of electrolyte solutions have stressed a conceptual framework built upon a detailed picture of the molecular structure of solute and solvent molecules and potentials which describe the
interactions between these species. Yet despite the emphasis in some circles on detailed atomic models, continuum electrostatic theories are still widely employed to interpret experiments; with respect to the biophysical chemistry of macromolecular
solutions, continuum electrostatic models are enjoying a resurgence of enthusiasm [1-3]. Since there can be no question that theories based on detailed atomic
models start from a more fundamental viewpoint, the strength of continuum models
lies in the relative ease with which formulas may be derived and applied. However,
caution should be exercised when attempting to develop a microscopic interpretatio.n
of the parameters contained in the macroscopic theory.
One of the first and simplest problems to be treated by continuum theory concerns
the solution thermodynamics of hydrated ions. Born used classical electrostatics to
evaluate the free energy change upon transfer of ions from the vacuum to solution
[4]. In this very simple model the ions are represented as charged hard spheres and
the solvent as a structureless fluid with uniform macroscopic dielectric, which is unperturbed even in the presence of ionic fields. This model leads to the following
(Born) equation for the solvation free energy:

=
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where Z is the charge on the ion, D is the dielectric constant of the solvent, and a is
interpreted as an ionic radius. When Pauling’s crystal radii (Rx) and macroscopic dielectric constant are .employed for a and D, the equation gives values for AF which
are too large, especially for cations. Since the equation includes only two parameters
a and D for characterizing the system, other than the charges which are fixed for ions
of the same valence, attempts at improving the theory have been made along two
lines, either finding a better set of ion radii or taking account of dielectric saturation
effects of solvent near the ions. It was found empirically by Latimer et al. that adding
0.85 A to the crystal radii of cations and 0.1 /k to those of anions leads to good
agreement w.ith experimental [5]. Quite recently, Rashin and Honig reexamined the
Born model [6]. They argued that instead of using the ionic ’radius in the Born equation it was more appropriate to use a "cavity radius" which is defined as "a sphere
which contains a negligible electron density contribution from the surrounding solvent." They concluded that the covalent radii provide a good measure of the cavity
radii of cations while the crystal radii are appropriate for anions. The cavity radii so
defined turn out to be very close .to the parameters employed by Latimer et al. Useof
cavity radii correlates the hydration enthalpies of more than thirty individual ions
with different charge types along a single line. However, attempts to devel6p a microscopic picture for this essentially macroscopic model raise several questions. Is an
extremely detailed microscopic analysis of the Born a parameter justified when the
solvent is viewed as structureless? Does the Born model successfully account for the
solvation of ions in solvents which have similar dielectric ~constant but very different
microscopic structure? Are thermodynamic quantities really symmetric for cations
and anions as implied in the Born equation? The last question is especially important
considering the fact that a classical way of partitioning thermodynamic quantities for
a salt into individual ions are based upon a similar hypothesis: ions with equal radii
should give the same contribution to thermodynamic quantities regardless of their
sign [7]. Some of these questions cannot be answered by macroscopic theory but require the methods of statistical mechanics for clarification.
Here we report the results of calculations of the hydration free energy of ions using
the extended RISM integral equation and computer simulations, two of the most
powerful statistical mechanics methods for studying hydrogen-bonded liquids and
their solutions [8-10].

Method
Simulation
Molecular dynamics.simulations were performed on systems containing an ion and
215 water molecules in a cubic box with dimensions 18.62 A per edge. A time step
of 0.002 ps was used. After equilibration for 40 ps, trajectories were collected for
analysis. The temperature was kept constant by coupling to a heat ba~h [11]. An
8.0/~ cutoff was used with periodic boundary conditions. Simulations were carried
out for Na÷ in water and CI- in water. The effect of varying the cation and anion radii
on solvation free energy differences was obtained by applying the thermodynamic
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pertubation simulation formulas to the Na+ and CI- simulations [12]
AAF = AF/ - AFi = -kBT ln(exp{-(V/- V~)/knT})i ,

(2)

where AF/and AFi are the free energy of the final and initial states, V/and V~ are the
corresponding potential energies, kt~ the Boltzmann constant and (...); means statistical average over the initial state. For each ion, the results of 10 trajectories each lasting 1000 steps were averaged to obtain mean values for free energy differences, the
standard deviation of the mean was used to estimate the statistical uncertainty in the
computed free energy differences.
RISM Calculation

The excess free energy change associated with coupling (or charging) an ion in solvent is calculated by the Singer-Chandler equation [13] or its modified version [14]
AFi/k,T = Z p’ 4~rr2 h~,(r) - c~(r) -

,dr

(3)

where the subscripts i and s specify ions and solvent sites, respectively. The hi,(r) is
the site-site total correlation function defined from the site-site pair correlation function gis (r) by
ha(~ = g~(~ - l,

(4)

and the c,(r) is defined by the RISM equation
h.(r) = c~(r) + ~., p,, f c~,(Ir - r’l)h.,.(r’)dr’

(5)

where h,,, is the site-site total correlation function for the solvent. The renormalized
version of eq. (5) supplemented by the HNC closure is solved for h~, and ct, with a
standard iterative procedure explained elsewhere [ 15]. The entropy is calculated from
the free energies at two temperatures using a f’mite difference equation [15, 16]

AS~9s =

AFwo - AF~
4

(6)

The energy is obtained from eqs. (3) and (6) by
AE = AF + TAS

(7)

The 12-6--1 type potential is used throughout the calculation [10]. The SPC model
with slight modification is used for solvent molecules [11, 18, 19], while the
Lennard-Jones parameters given by Jorgensen and co-workers [20] are employed for
Na+ and C1-.-The parameters are listed in Table I. A series of calculations.are
performed changing the ,ionic radii which is defined to be (o’/2), where tr is the
Lennard-Jones diameter.
Results and Discussion
We first examine the.shape of the interaction potential between an ion and a single
water molecule in the present model. The plots of the interaction energy between
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. TAa~ I. Nonbonded parameters.
Species

o"
(~)

~
(kcal/mol)

Z
(electronic charges)

Na+
Li+
CIO
H

1.897
1.26
4.410
3.166
1.0

1.607
6.25
0.118
0.1554
0.055

1.0
1.0
- 1.0
-0.82
0.41

’(12-~-1) potential: Uq(r) = 4eq[(o’,i/r)~ - (cro./r)6] + ZtZ~/r, trq = (cr, + o’~)/2,
eo = X/ei~
bSPC water model: r(OH) = 1.0 A, Z.HOH = 109.47".

Li÷Na+CI- and water are shown in Figure 1 as a function of ion-oxygen separations
Also, shown are plots of the interaction energies for hypothetical ions with the same
Lennard-Jones parameters but opposite charge (e.g., "Li-, .... Na-, .... CI+"). In all the
figures the angle between the ion-oxygen vector and the water dipole vector has be~n
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Figure 1. Ion-water monomer interaction potendal as a funcdon of ion oxygen scparadon.
The angle between the ion-oxygen dipole vector and the water dipole vector has been optimired. The Lennard-Jones parameters correspond to (a) Li (b) Na, (e) CI. The anionic
form (open symbols), and the cationic form (closed symbols).
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Figure I. continued
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optimized. For positive ions, by symmea’y, the ion-oxygen vector lies on the axis
which bisects the HOH angle, with the water protons pointed away from the positive
ion. For the negative ions however, the minimum energy geometry does not correspond to one in which the ion is equidistant from the two water protons. For the
smaller anions ("Li-, .... Na-"), the minimum energy ion-watergeometry corresponds
to an almost linear hydrogen bond (the water--OH bond lies 5° off the ion--oxygen
axis); while for the chloride-water interaction, the water--OH bond lies 20° off the
ion-oxygen axis in the minimum energy geometry. The angular dependence of the
ion-water molecule interaction energy at the minimum energy internuclear separation
is shown in Figure 2. It is clear from the figures that for a given set of LennardJones parameters, at the minimum energy geometry, the anion-water monomer interaction is more attractive than the corresponding cation-water energy. For example,
the "Na-"-H20 energy is 12 kcal/mol more attractive.at the minimum than the Na+H20 interaction energy. As the ion radius increases, the difference between anions
and cations decreases. For an ion with Lennard-Jones. radius corresponding to C1, the
ion-water interaction energy of the anionic species (CI-) and the cationic species
("C1+’’) are the same [Fig. l(c)] at the optimum geometry. Thus, for larger ion-water
sep~ations, the Coulomb interaction between an ion and a single water molecule is
adequately represented by a monomer-dipole interaction. From the analysis of the
model potential surface for the interaction of an ion with a single water monomer, it
is seen that for small ions, the anion is differentially stabilized compared with the
corresponding cation. As the ion radius increases, this differential effect is diminished. While condensed phase effects cannot be interpreted on the basis of the structure of the ion-water monomer potential surface because of the complex many body
effects which determine the structure of the solutions, it should be noted that the ionwater monomer potentials are very deep and this suggests that some features of the
ion-water monomer potential may be reflected in the condensed phase results.
We turn now to an examination of the ion hydration thermodynamics using both
RISM integral equation and computer simulation methods. The AF, AE, and TAS
calculated using eqs. (3), (6), and (7) are plotted against the inverse of the ionic radii
in Figure 3. A striking feature of the plot is that AF for cations and anions lie on different curves in contrast to the Born equation. For a cation and an anion of the same
radius, the charging free energy change is much larger in magnitude for th~ anion
than for the cation.. As the ion radius increases, the difference in the solvation free
energy between an anion and a cation of equal radius decreases. The corresponding
effect was observed for the ion-water monomer interaction potential discussed above;
however quantitative aspects of the solution thermodynamics cannot be estimated
from the ion-water potential. For example, in solution the difference in the solvation
free energy between Na÷ and "Na-" is 50 kcal/mol, that is more than three times the
values for the isolated ion-water pair. It should be emphasized that the difference in
the thermodynamics between anions and cations has nothing to do with the choice of
ionic radii but emerges from the asymmetric nature of the ion-solvent interaction. To
see this more closely, charge distribution functions (CDF) defined as
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Figure 2. Ion-water monomer interaction energy as a function of the angle between the
ion-oxygen vector and the ion-dipole vector. The ion-oxygen internuclear distance has
been optimized. The Lennard-Jones pararaeters correspond to (a) Li, (b) CI. The anionic
form (open symbols), the cationic form (closed symbols).
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Figure 3. (a) ;~F, (b) AE, and (c) TAS calculated from the RISM and the Latimer-PitzerSlansky (LPS) equations: (--)cations (LPS), (---) anions (LPS); (~)cations (RISM);
(C)) anions (RISM).

are plotted in Figure 4. In the equation, Zs stands for the partial charges on the sites
(O, H) of water molecules. As may be seen, the population of charges with opposite
sign becomes largest in the vicinity of ions and the CDF exhibits a marked oscillation
as the ion center-solvent site distance changes. The most interesting difference in the
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Figure 3~ continued

curves between cations and anions is in the location of the first peak (positive or
negative). For ions with the same radius, the first peak position is much shorter for
anions than for cations. For example, for the ions with a Lennard-Jones radius of
2.0/~, it is ca. 2.1 and 3.5/l, for anions and cations, respectively. The asymmetric
feature in the CDF is a consequence of the very different hydration structure corresponding to the two types of ions, i.e., cations are primarily solvated by nearest
neighbor water oxygen atoms while for the anions water protons are the nearest
neighbors. Since the oxygen has a large core while hydrogens have virtually no cores
and are arranged at the surface of the oxygen sphere, the anion nearest neighbor oxygen distance is larger than the corresponding cation nearest neighbor water proton
distance for two ions with the same radius. Considering that the dominant contribution to the electrostatic energy comes from the fast peak, it is clear that the difference
in the solvation free energy between anions and cations is a consequence of the difference in the hydration structure of the two types of ions. In this connection, it is of
interest to plot the results, from the Latimer-Pitzer-Slansky (LPS) equation [5]. For
the free energy it is
AFu,s = 2(a + A) - 1

(9)

where A. is an empirica\ parameter. Results are shown in Figs. 3(a)-(c) with a = R
and A is 0.85 and 0.1,& for cations and anions, respectively. As may be seen, the
LPS equation agrees very well with the RISM prediction for AE and AF implying
that the empirical parameter is interpreted as a correction to the continuum model due
to the microscopic structure of solvents. The same interpretation for A has been
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Figure 4. (a) Charge distribution functions (CDF) around cations: thin solid line, R =
0.9485 ~; thick solid line, R = 1.2 ~; thin dashed line, R = 1.6 ,~; thick dashed line,
R = 2.0 ,~.. (b) Charge distribution function (CDF) around anions: thick dashed line, R ffi
2.0 J~; thin solid line, R ffi 2.205 J~; thick solid line, R = 2.4 J~; thin.dashed line,
R = 2.6A.
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found by Chan et al. based upon the analytical solution of’the MSM (mean.spherical
model) equation for the ion-dipolar system in which the solvent molecules are hard
spheres with point dipoles at the center [21]. In light of those results, the cavity radii
introduced by Rashin and Honig, which is apparently equivalent to (a + A) in
eq. (9), should be regarded as a size parameter which effectively takes into account
the microscopic solvent structure.
A marked difference between RISM and LPS predictions is observed for TAS
(Fig. 3(c)). Since both the experimental value and the semiempirical theory have not
been well established for these quantities, it is not possible at present to evaluate the
results quantitatively. Nevertheless, there are two interesting qualitative differences
between the two theories, RISM and LPS, which we point out. Firstly, The RISM
theory produces much a greater dependence of the hydration entropy on both the
charge type and the ion size than the continuum theory does. This may be because in
the LPS theory the temperature dependence in the free energy comes solely from the
dielectric constant or the long range contribution, while the short range contribution
is taken into account as well in the RISM theory. Secondly, the LPS theory predicts
linear dependence of the entropy on (l/R), whereas the RISM theory shows much
more complicated behvior. For both cations and anions, .there is a maximum in the
entropy as functions of the inverse of the ionic radius; the entropy decreases as the
ionic radius increases or decreases. The small R behavior, wherein the solvent becomes more ordered around the small ion, is apparently a manifestation of the standard
electrostatic effect [22]. The large R behavior is apparently a form of"’hydrophobic
hydration" which has been observed not only for neutral species but large charged
species as well such as alkylammonium ions [23].
Questions arise about the RISM thoery results because the thoery is known to give
the incorrect dielectric constant [24]. Nevertheless, the results agree well with experiment as fit by the semiempirica! LPS equation [Eq. (9) and Fig. 3]. We note also the
RISM theory agrees well with the results of our comupter simulations (Table II). This
agreement undoubtedly reflects the relative importance of the short range versus the
long range solvent contributions to the ion solvation free energy. It is known that
RISM theory predicts the short range ion solvent structure well [16, 19]. In this
regard we note that the formal solution for free energy of the dipole hard-sphere
model may be factored into an expression with the form of Eq. (9) [21]. The two
parameters D and A embody solvent characteristics. The dielectric constant represents the long range contribution to the free energy, while A represents a short range
contribution. Note that the factor (lID -1) is a very insensitive function of D so
that a tenfold variation in D of between 8 and 80 leads to only a 10% variation in
(lID - 1) between 0.875 and 0.988. This difference changes the free energy by
only 12%. The free energy is much more sensitive to the short range contribution A.
TAm~ II. Molecular dynamics computer simulation results for ion solvation free energy
differences.
Ion

~

Ao"

AAF

AAF (RISM)

Na+
CI-

1.897
4.410

0.2
-0.41

6.18 ±0.53
- 11.123 ±0,56

+5.18
- 14.18
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While the solution to the dipole hard-sphere model may be expressed in the form of
Eq. (8) in which the short and long range solvent contribution to the free energy are
clearly identified, it would be of interest to find a corresponding analytical expression
for the RISM equation.
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